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Myths and Legends: King Arthur and the Holy
Grail, the short version

King Arthur's knights, gathered at the Round Table to celebrate the Pentecost, see a vision of the Holy Grail. The Grail appears as a veiled
ciborium, made of gold and decorated with jewels, held by two angels. From a manuscript of "Lancelot and the Holy Grail" made around
1405-1407. From the public domain

King Arthur is a legendary figure. No one knows for sure who or what he really was. Tradition

has it that he was a Celtic British warrior or perhaps a king. Legends say he fought heroically

against the Saxons who were invading Britain in the early sixth century. But the Saxons

eventually drove the Celtic peoples away from England and into Wales and Cornwall.

Arthurian Legend Takes Shape

The Arthurian legend grew over time from many sources. In about A.D. 820, the Welsh monk

Nennius, in his book "Historia Brittonum," mentions several important battles led by Arthur.

Another religious cleric, Geoffrey of Monmouth, developed the Arthurian legend in his book

"History of the Kings of Britain." In the 12th century, French writers Maistre Wace and Chrétien

de Troyes added the elements of chivalry and courtly love to Arthur's story. That is where we get

the legends about Camelot. Sir Thomas Malory added still more to Arthur's legend in the eight
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stories of his "Le Morte d'Arthur," which was written in 1470. The legend of Arthur includes many

standard types of heroes. It also includes a demonstration of power, an important quest, a tragic

betrayal and death, and a promise of return.

Birth Of King Arthur

Uther Pendragon, King of Britain, was busy fighting the Saxons with his able general, the Duke of

Cornwall. But Uther fell in love with the duke's wife, Igraine. The two had an affair and Arthur was

born. Meanwhile, the duke died while fighting the Saxons. Uther and Igraine married. The

magician Merlin predicted that Arthur would be a special child. Merlin also felt Arthur needed to

be protected from his father, the king. So Merlin sent Arthur to live in the castle of a knight named

Sir Ector, where Arthur spent his childhood.

Power And Importance

When Uther Pendragon died, Britain was threatened by disorder. To prevent chaos, the magician

Merlin arranged a meeting of nobles at the city of Canterbury to decide who should be king. A

sword suddenly appeared stuck in a churchyard stone. On the stone was a statement: "Whoever

pulls out this sword is the lawfully born king of Britain." Many knights tried and failed to remove

the sword. At this time, Sir Ector was traveling by Canterbury with his son, Sir Kay, and Arthur

was acting as Kay's squire. Sir Kay asked Arthur to return to their camp to bring him a new sword.

Arthur returned without having found the sword. But he noticed the sword in the rock, easily

pulled it out, and then took it to Kay. Kay recognized the sword and decided to claim it and the

throne. But his father demanded that he replace it in the rock and remove it as proof of his

worthiness. Kay failed in his attempt to remove the sword and admitted what he had done. Arthur

again removed the sword from the rock, and Merlin revealed that Arthur was really the son of the

king. Arthur was accepted as the new king.

Holy Grail Questing

The central quest in the Arthurian tales is the search

for the Holy Grail. It is the cup said to have been used

by Jesus at the Last Supper. It was also said to be used

by Joseph of Arimathea to catch the blood of Jesus as

he hung on the cross. According to the Gospels of the

Bible, Joseph was the man who assumed

responsibility for the burial of Jesus after Jesus'

crucifixion. One tradition said that Joseph came to

Britain with the Grail. 

The knights of Arthur's court were called the Round

Table fellowship. The quest for the Grail was taken in

Arthur's name by these knights. In one version,

Peredur, Son of Efrawg, searches for the Grail. That

name is the Welsh version of Percival (Parsifal). In

other versions, Gawain and Galahad search for the

grail. The heroes are always tested during their

quests. They face such figures as the Fisher King, who

is the wounded guardian of the Grail. If the questing
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hero does not ask the Fisher King certain questions, the hero's land may be doomed to infertility,

and the Grail may not be fully achieved. In other versions, the hero — even Arthur himself — is

tested by a dangerous enemy, such as Arthur's half-sister, Morgan Le Fay.

Betrayal

Arthur was betrayed by Sir Lancelot. Lancelot had a love affair with the king's wife, Guinevere.

This caused a terrible struggle between Arthur and Lancelot. Another version says that Arthur was

betrayed and killed by his son (or nephew) Mordred (Modred). Yet another has it that Arthur was

not killed but was taken away by fairy queens to the mysterious island of Avalon. In the Celtic

tradition, it is the Isle of Women. It was believed that one day Arthur would come back and rule

Britain.

Coming Of Christianity

The Arthurian legend was tied to Christianity because of the story of Joseph of Arimathea.

According to tradition, Joseph didn't just bring the Holy Grail to Britain. He also brought thorns

from the crown used at the crucifixion of Jesus. Until recently, there was an ancient thorn tree

growing on the grounds of the church abbey at Glastonbury, situated by a gravestone. It's said that

the thorn tree came from thorns brought by Joseph and that the grave is Arthur's. Unfortunately,

the tree was destroyed by vandals in 2010.
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Quiz

1 Read the section "Arthurian Legend Takes Shape."

How does this section introduce the MAIN idea?

(A) by explaining the types of heroes that appear in legends about Arthur

(B) by describing how authors got their knowledge of legends about Arthur

(C) by listing the sources of stories that contribute to legends about Arthur

(D) by comparing the validity of different sources of legends about Arthur

2 Why does the author include information about the quest for the Holy Grail by Arthur's knights?

(A) to introduce the knights' fear of the Fisher King and Arthur's half-sister

(B) to illustrate the knights' loyalty and Arthur's connection to Christianity

(C) to emphasize the likelihood that the Grail could be found in Britain

(D) to elaborate on the location of the Holy Grail after the Last Supper

3 Read these sentences from the article.

1. The magician Merlin predicted that Arthur would be a special child.
2. To prevent chaos, the magician Merlin arranged a meeting of nobles at the city of

Canterbury to decide who should be king.
3. Arthur again removed the sword from the rock, and Merlin revealed that Arthur was really

the son of the king.
4. Yet another has it that Arthur was not killed but was taken away by fairy queens to the

mysterious island of Avalon.

Which two sentences, taken together, provide the BEST evidence to support the myth that Arthur was helped by mystical
powers?

(A) 1 and 2

(B) 2 and 3

(C) 1 and 4

(D) 3 and 4

4 Which section of the article highlights the idea that a physical link to Arthurian myth existed into modern times?

(A) "Power And Importance"

(B) "Holy Grail Questing"

(C) "Betrayal"

(D) "Coming Of Christianity"


